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Alec Bradley – Black Market Esteli
I’ve noticed that many cigar enthusiasts know their favorite cigars come from Nicaragua, but the
exact location remains a mystery. Since the term ‘black market’ alludes to things unidentified or
shadowy, I felt compelled to bring Esteli, the cigar capital of Nicaragua, out of the shadows.
Black Market Esteli pays homage to the importance of the city and everything it offers to cigar
making.

Strength: Medium to Full
Wrapper: Nicaragua
Binder: Nicaragua, Honduras
Filler: Nicaragua

Smoke Time: 30 - 60 minutes
Cigar Rating: 93
Size: Torpedo (6.5 x 52)

$210 (Box of 22 Cigars), $11/per cigar

Davidoff – Liberty
The Camacho Liberty Series, now 18 years strong, has become one of the most highly anticipated
annual releases for collectors and aficionados of bold, full-frontal cigars. Launched ahead of the July
4th holiday to celebrate and honor the birth and history of the United States. The Liberty Series
blends have been comprised of tobaccos from a variety of different origins, as well as vintages.

The 2020 Liberty Series blend utilizes four different primings, all of which come from a single farm
and single vintage, and aged four years. This distinct blend truly showcases the versatility and
multitude of flavors that can be achieved when utilizing this incredible varietal.

TASTING NOTES:A bold yet smooth cigar with complex flavors including sweet wood, cedar,
walnuts, and leather and earth. A great smoking experience that will leave you wanting more.

Strength: Medium to Full
Wrapper: Nicaragua
Binder: Nicaragua (Double Binders)
Filler: Nicaragua (3 growing regions)

Smoke Time: 30 - 60 minutes
Cigar Rating: 90

Size: toro (5 x 50)

$20/per cigar
(There are only 1,500 boxes available nationwide)



Davidoff – Camacho Unleashed
A new annual limited edition from Davidoff. The first release is a 6 x 50 toro, with a shaggy foot,
that uses an Ecuadorian Corojo wrapper over a Honduran binder and fillers from the Dominican
Republic, Honduras, and Nicaragua.

Strength: Medium to Full
Wrapper: Nicaragua
Binder: Nicaragua (Double Binders)
Filler: Nicaragua (3 growing regions)

Smoke Time: 30 - 60 minutes
Cigar Rating: 90
Size: toro (5 x 50)

$85 (10 Cigars), $9/per cigar

La Flor Dominicana - Chapter 1
The LFD Chapter is Antiono Gomez's (Son of Litto + Inez Gomez) first cigar blend
released. It is also the company's first box-pressed chisel. The blend calls for a hefty
blend of Dominican fillers, a Connecticut Broadleaf binder all wrapped in a Brazilian
Maduro leaf.

Strength: Full
Wrapper: Brazillian Ligero Oscuro
Binder: Connecticut Broadleaf
Filler: Dominican

Smoke Time: 30 - 60 minutes
Cigar Rating: 94
Size: Box-Pressed Chisel (6.5 x 58)

$125 (Box of 10 Cigars), $13/per cigar

Oliva - Serie V
Serie V is a complex blend of Nicaraguan long-filler tobaccos. Blended with specially fermented
Jalapa Valley Ligero, and finished with a high priming Habano Sun Grown Wrapper. This
flavorful blend exhibits complex tobacco with rich coffee and dark chocolate tones. A subtle and
well-balanced spice is present throughout. Cigar Aficionado 2017, #3 Cigar of the Year
(Belicoso).

Strength: Full
Wrapper: Ecuador
Filler: Nicaraguan
Binder: Nicaraguan

Smoke Time: 30 - 60 minutes
Cigar Rating: 92
Size: Belicoso (5 x 54)

$225 (Box of 24 Cigars), $10/per cigar



Rocky Patel – Decade
Perfection takes time. For the Rocky Patel Decade, it’s the perfect blend 10 years in the
making. The Decade showcases a rare, gorgeous Sumatra wrapper surrounding a secret blend,
featuring only the finest tobaccos in the world. The result is a rich and toasty
medium-to-full-bodied smoking experience with flavors consisting of espresso, dark chocolate,
sweet spice, white pepper with a silky smooth finish. Complexity, balance, and elegance earned
the Rocky Patel Decade rating of 95 points. It’s an instant classic. Truly one of the best cigars
ever made.

Strength: Full
Wrapper: Ecuador Sumatra
Binder: Nicaragua

Filler: Trade Secret
Tobaccos: Trade Secret,
Ecuador Sumatra, Nicaragua

Smoke Time: 30 - 60 minutes
Rating: 95
Size: Torpedo (6.5 x 52)

$265 (Box of 20 Cigars), $14/per cigar

Elite Cigar Lounge - Event Special

Exclusive unannounced cigars will be available to patrons of the event.

Cigar Sampler Packages will be available at the event:
Oliva, Zino Nicaragua, Nub, My Fathers, etc.

Patrons of the event will have an opportunity to become a member of the Elite Cigar Klub/:
exclusive cigar concierge service.


